
U N I O  C A P I T A L

Unio Capital is an asset management firm—oriented to publicly-

traded equities, global in scope, and equipped to manage hedged

and long-only portfolios as funds and separately-managed

accounts.

Firm Overview

Unio Capital is a firm organized to grow

capital with superior outcomes while

Culture & Principles

Unio Capital's aim is to grow capital and

protect capital. In any context. Under all

Investment Approach

Unio Capital focuses on making money

through investing in highly-liquid,
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handling whatever the world throws at it.

The world may serve up dislocation,

smooth sailing, or a confusing mix of

both. So be it. At Unio, we welcome and

expect challenging times. They are the

source of opportunity.

Read More

conditions. Reliably. Repeatably. By

building Unio around these principles we

want to make a home for capital to grow

and for our relationships with our clients

to be long-lasting because they are

rewarding.

Read More

publicly-traded equities, while

controlling risk absolutely and relatively,

and connecting the money-making and

risk control to a complete view of the

world's macro forces.

Read More

N E W  O N  T H E  S I T E

Unio News MICHELLE MAKORI INTERVIEWS UNIO
CAPITAL'S JOHN ALLISON ON TRUMP'S
TARIFFS AND STATE OF US ECONOMY
John Allison, Chairman and CEO of Unio Capital, joins Michelle Makori on
Clearcut to discuss the latest economic news.

JOHN ALLISON ON MARKETS AND
BUSINESS
John Allison joins i24NEWS anchor Michelle Makori to discuss the latest
stock markets and economy news.

JOHN ALLISON ON AMAZON BUYING
WHOLE FOODS
John Allison discusses Amazon's recent acquisition of Whole Foods, the
valuation of tech stocks, and his view of the macroeconomic landscape in
2017 and beyond.

Oct 13, 2018

Aug 11, 2017

Jun 20, 2017

“An investment in knowledge pays the best

interest.”

— Benjamin Franklin

“The stock market is filled with individuals who

know the price of everything, but the value of
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nothing.”

— Phillip Fisher

“The individual investor should act

consistently as an investor and not as a

speculator.”

— Ben Graham
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